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South Carolina has joined 46 other states in selecting the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) as the basis 
for its K-12 educational platform in English language arts and mathematics.  The CCSS or “Common Core” 
provides a baseline for what students should know and be able to do at each grade level.  Local districts can 
use the progression of skills outlined in Common Core to develop local curriculum.  Clover School District is 
committed to successful implementation of these robust and rigorous standards to help prepare our stu-
dents for the post-secondary study or the world of work.   To that end, we are providing below some expla-
nation to the most frequently expressed concerns with the implementation of Common Core.  

Origin of CCSS
Governors across the United States found concern with the fact that 4th , 8th, and 11th grade student results 
on 2000 NAEP tests (National Assessment of Educational Progress) continued to be flat while results on state 
assessments across the nation continued to be on the rise.  NAEP tests are currently the only standardized 
assessments given to a random selection of students across all fifty states.  Governors questioned the Council 
of Chief State School Officers asking, “How can state test results continue to rise but nationally normed test 
results remain flat?”  They essentially directed the CCSSOs to “fix the problem” so that America’s students 
could be as academically competitive as other advanced countries.  The CCSSO’s response was that they 
couldn’t fix the problem since there was no common set of standards for all states to follow.  At the same time, 
a report entitled, “Reading Between Lines,” was published by ACT (American College Testing) which showed 
two key findings:  1) there was a significant gap in the lexile reading levels of high school textbooks and college 
textbooks which resulted in students having difficulty passing college level courses; and 2) there was a strong 
correlation between certain scores on the ACT  in reading, mathematics, English and science and students suc-
cessfully completing a college course with a predicted B or better in the course.  The study further showed that 
only 50 percent of students across America who self-selected to take the ACT were scoring at the predictive 
benchmark for success across all four subjects tested.

The initiative that grew out of these discussions was an alliance of state governors and school superintendents, 
partnering with industry leaders and educational companies such as Pearson and ACT, to form a collaborative 
organization called Achieve, Inc.  The goal of Achieve, Inc. was to develop a common set of rigorous and in-
ternationally competitive standards.  The standards were framed around ACT’s college readiness benchmark 
scores so that states using the standards could have reasonable assurance that students would be college 
ready.  States voluntarily joined the Achieve, Inc. initiative in order to realize these benefits:
1. A common set of standards by which states could fairly be compared to one another.
2. An objective way to measure if students are college and/or career ready.

Questions of Rigor in Common Core
Many opponents of the Common Core question the rigor of the mathematics standards.  Jason Zimba, one of 
the chief writers of the math standards, states, “the standard’s concept of college readiness is minimal and 
focuses on non-selective colleges.”  Other critics state that leading mathematicians such as James Milgram 
complain that the high school math standards will not prepare students for STEM (Science, Technology, En-
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gineering, & Mathematics) majors in college because they do not extend past Algebra 2.  These quotes are a 
misinterpretation of the intent of the high school Common Core math standards.  The College Board requires 
(at a minimum) students to take three levels of math for college entrance:  Algebra 1, Algebra 2, and Geometry.  
These three courses are specified in the Common Core so that there is a common set of standards to define 
what should be included in each.  Algebra 1 in Maine should be the same course as Algebra 1 in South Caroli-
na.  Some states require three credits in math while others require four (SC requires four credits).  The fourth 
math course is not specified by Common Core because the writers felt that it should be left up to the state to 
determine what is best depending on the student’s math level.  For example, students who are advanced in 
mathematics generally begin Algebra 1 in middle school and elect to take much higher levels of math such as 
Pre-Calculus, AP Calculus, and AP Statistics.  These courses are available and should be taken if students want 
to pursue STEM majors, but they are not mandated by the Common Core because they are not needed by ALL 
students who want to go to a 2-year or 4-year college.

Other opponents of Common Core find flaws with the balance of literary and informational texts proposed 
in the standards.  It should be noted that the split for high school is 30 percent literary texts and 70 percent 
informational texts.  English teachers will continue to teach literature through Common Core, but they will also 
help students develop the skills to interpret informational texts.  However, the emphasis on informational texts 
should not just occur in English classes; rather it is meant to reflect the student’s balance of reading across the 
entire school day.  Reading occurs in math, science, social studies and electives that is more informational in 
nature.   Students need content area teachers helping them critically interpret information so they are ready 
for the informational reading they will do in college and the workplace.

Implementation Costs of Common Core State Standards

The Clover School District has fully implemented Common Core State Standards in English/Language Arts and 
mathematics.  This process, beginning in 2010, involved teachers, administrators, and instructional support 
personnel.  The detailed plan for implementation included timelines, professional development, analysis of 
current resources, and collaborative meetings to design integrated curriculum units.  Professional development 
has always been a significant portion of Clover’s instructional budget.  When new standards are adopted, there 
are significant implementation expenses in training teachers on the new standards and developing curriculum 
(units of study) to teach the standards. These funds have been prioritized and spent over the last two years 
as we worked toward CCSS implementation. Additionally, we conducted an analysis of our teaching resources 
and consequently earmarked $150,000 in local funds to update media center collections and classroom librar-
ies, especially for informational texts.  This was a need to ensure that library collections reflected a balance of 
literature and informational texts.  The major impact for Clover has been time.  We have dedicated many hours 
of professional development and teacher collaboration to prepare for new standards and assessments.  There 
has also been an increased emphasis on the use of technology, due to the on-line testing component of the 
proposed assessments.  The district will invest several million dollars over the course of the next three years 
for technology infrastructure upgrades (bandwidth and wireless access points) as well as additional devices to 
implement a one-to-one technology by 2014-2015.  While we believe that increased use of technology was a 
necessity no matter what assessment options the State Department of Education implemented, the prospect 
of a new generation of assessments with enhanced technology features certainly created a need to be ready 
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faster than we originally anticipated.  Finally, we were concerned that if we implemented Common Core State 
Standards prior to the 2013-2014 school year, our state assessment results could drop since students would be 
tested on the current state standards.  Our assessment results of the last two years have continued to increase, 
supporting the instruction from the implementation of CCSS. We feel student achievement has increased due 
to instruction based on learning and applying knowledge rather than instruction solely aligned to “teaching to 
a test.” 

Standards vs. Curriculum
Common Core standards are only the framework of our instruction.  Opponents of the Common Core State 
Standards are concerned that adoption of these standards will “create a one-size-fits-all curriculum.”  Stan-
dards and curriculum are not interchangeable terms.  Standards state what students are expected to learn, 
providing clear goals for student learning.  Common Core standards provide a common expectation for all 
students.  Curriculum refers to the means and resources used to achieve identified standards.  Curriculum deci-
sions are made at the district and school levels.  Teachers and instructional leaders determine the most appro-
priate curricular programs and instructional materials aligned to the standards.  Resources are often combined 
to develop curriculum units to meet the specific needs of our students.  Districts can choose to go beyond the 
expectations of the standards by adding to the curriculum.  For example, we teach cursive writing at the sec-
ond and third grade levels even though it is not addressed in the current state standards or in CCSS.   Spelling 
instruction is not addressed specifically in CCSS but our teachers and parents feel this is an important part of 
ELA curriculum.   Common Core State Standards will not stop administrators and teachers from providing the 
best strategies and curriculum to meet the needs of their students.  

Data Mining 
There is a concern that data collected from Common Core implementation will be used to monitor students 
from PK to age 20.  There is also a concern about the security of this information.  Plans to collect student data 
and track student growth did not evolve from the adoption of Common Core Standards.  This “data mining” 
plan is a result of the push for accountability.  Student data will be a critical component of the new teacher and 
administrator evaluation program.  Even if South Carolina repeals its decision to adopt Common Core, the col-
lection and disaggregation of student data will continue.   The security of this information is the responsibility 
of the State Department of Education.
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